TOUR DESCRIPTION
About the expedition...

We will reach the beautiful and private Marina Marazul where we'll enjoy a light breakfast (american coffee, orange juice, slice of cake). After a 30 minutes navigation, we'll arrive at the wonderful reef called "blaché", the beginning of the second longest reef in the world; we'll join an incredible snorkeling activity [not allowed to children under 12 years] where we could see countless marine species and appreciate their variety. In case of adverse weather conditions, we'll try anyway to offer the snorkeling activity in the Isla Contoy bay.

Once we disembark on the Isla Contoy, we'll participate in a walk through the regional biodiversity, the flora and fauna museum, the viewpoint from where you can admire the beauty and the colours of the entire island, the lagoon full of different birds species nesting on the island. It's time for a tasty lunch in our seaside restaurant: our buffet offers grilled fresh fish "tikinchik" style, grilled chicken, salad, rice, seasonal fruits, drinks.

Relax for almost 2 hours on the white sand of the island and let's start to discover Isla Mujeres! We will have 1 hour of free time to do what we prefer: shopping with our family, relax on the beach or a guided tour through the typical streets of the city downtown.

Back to Marina Marazul, relax in the private pool and back to the hotels.

**Includes**
- Certified guide
- Transport with AC
- Snorkeling Activity
- Visit in Contoy / Mujeres
- Breakfast / Lunch / free bar on board

**No includeds**
- Photos
- Souvenirs
- $10 usd of tax

**What to bring**
- Biodegradable sunscreen
- Extra money for tips and souvenirs
- Towel
- Extra set of dry clothes
- Hat and sunglasses

**Available days**

- Mon
- Tue
- Wed
- Thu
- Fri
- Sun

*Saturday does not operate

**Full day tour**

**Multiple languages**
Official Name: Parque Nacional Isla Conoty
Length: 8.5 Km
Restricted number of daily visitors: Only 200 visitors per day
Status: Protected by the Mexican government

Enjoy a guided tour of Conoty island and admire the natural environment. Disfruta de un recorrido guiado por isla Conoty y admira el ambiente natural.

Explore the traditional streets of Isla Mujeres: Explora las tradicionales calles de isla mujeres

Admire nature in all its splendor: Admira la naturaleza en todo su esplendor

www.bluecaribetours.com